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ABSTRACT  
 
In Indonesia, small and medium enterprises (SME) have experienced 68% growth in 2008 and 
47% growth in 2007.  The simple structure made it able to respond quickly to changing 
economic conditions and meet local customers’ needs, growing sometimes into large and 
powerful corporations or failing within a short time of the firm’s inception. Unfortunately, 
lack of access to finance has been cited as an important problem for SMEs, being the 
constraint in the creation, development or diversification of their economic activities. Lending 
institution such as banks conduct an intensive assessment (usually called credit scoring) to 
find out the creditworthiness of applicants in order to mitigate the risk. This paper, 
“Collectability Analysis in Small and Medium Enterprise”, is purposed for creating 
appropriate credit scoring model to support the judgmental analysis approach in small and 
medium enterprise, finding out how generic and plafond-specific variables affect the 
collectability of the debtors from different plafond level (< Rp. 500 Million and > Rp. 500 
Million), and providing early detector for the bank to predict about future loan performance 
of its debtors, thus the bank can be more careful in selecting qualified debtors.  
 
Key words: small and medium enterprises, credit rating, loan plafond, collectability, generic 
variables, plafond-specific variables. 
 
 
Introduction 
 
Small and medium sized enterprises are 
reasonably considered as the backbone of the 
economy of many countries all over the world. 
In Indonesia, this business sector has 
experienced 68% growth in 2008 and 47% 
growth in 2007. The simple structure made it 
able to respond quickly to changing economic 
conditions and meet local customers’ needs. 
Lack of access to finance has been cited 
as an important problem for SMEs, being the 
constraint in the creation, development or 
diversification of their economic activities. If 
this difficult access to financing is not handled, 
the development of SMEs as one of the  
economy backbone will be hampered since 
they cannot access sufficient long-term 
borrowing to allow them to modernize their 
operations, while they also lack of alternative 
non-bank financing sources. This lack of 
access to financing problem is due to SMEs 
high risk of inability to repay the loan, causing 
a fear of incurring bad debts for the banks. 
Lending institution such as banks conduct an 
intensive assessment (usually called credit 
scoring) to find out the creditworthiness of 
applicants in order to mitigate the risk. 
Bank Bukopin as a financial institution 
that is really supportive to the development of 
SME through its loan program, has also 
already implemented a computerized system to 
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score the credit rating of its debtors using 
several variables which have been weighted by 
certain scoring proportion. The output of the 
system is somehow not representing the real 
credit score for the particular debtor due to the 
involvement of several judgmental (thus, 
subjective) valuation from the credit or account 
officer. The approved credits which were 
previously predicted to be good enough 
sometimes end with loss. 
That is why, the writer feels that making 
the comparable formula with the right 
proportion of each variable to find out the 
creditworthiness of a debtor coming from 
small and medium enterprise might be 
important to prove whether the credit scoring 
system implemented by Bank Bukopin has 
been good or not in predicting the credit coll 
In this research, there will be the scoring 
of SME loan exist and find out the formula or 
equation of creditworthiness  level of the loan, 
influential factors which affect the 
collectability of a debtor and the weight or 
influencing level of each factor.  The 
assessment to find the loan’s credit 
collectability model will be done based on the 
loan plafond (low plafond or less than Rp. 500 
Million and high plafond or greater than Rp. 
500 Million). 
 
Objectives 
 
The result of this project is mainly 
expected to deliver great output of enabling 
qualified SMEs for getting access to fund 
through great assessment process. In detail, the 
project’s purposes in detail are finding out how 
both generic variables and plafond-specific 
variables affect the collectability of the 
debtors, and providing early detector for the 
bank to predict about future loan performance 
of its debtor, thus the bank can be more careful 
in selecting qualified debtors. This model is 
hoped to help the bank reducing the number of 
non performing loan. 
Scope and Limitation 
 
This research is limited to the subject of 
small and medium enterprise (SME) credit 
only. The data proceed for explaining the 
relationship between debtors’ personal and 
business characteristics with the collectability 
level of the loan are gathered from SME 
debtor’s records of Bank Bukopin in all 
Bandung area. There are about 186 credit 
facilities in small and medium enterprises 
whose credit facility still exists between 
January 2009 and January 2010.  
 
Theoretical Foundation 
 
In this section, we will review the basic 
theory of credit scoring and collectability 
which is the main discussion in this research. 
 
Definition of Credit 
 
According to Law No. 7 Year 1992 on 
Banking, credit definition is: "the provision of 
money or bills are similar, based on the 
consent agreement between the bank lending 
by other parties, which requires the parties to 
borrow to pay off their debts after a certain 
period with the amount of interest, 
compensation or profit sharing". 
 
Credit Scoring 
 
Charles B. Wendel and Matthew Harvey 
define credit scoring as a statistical technique 
that combines several characteristics to form a 
single score to assess a borrower’s 
creditworthiness. Since experience has shown 
a strong link between the payment behavior of 
the business owner and that of the business, 
SME credit scores usually include financial 
characteristics from both the business and the 
business owner.  
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Table 1. Loan collectability level 
 
Loan Category Definition 
1 (pass) debts that the borrower is able to pay the principal and interest for in a full and timely 
manner 
2 (special-mention) debts that the borrower is able to pay the principal and interest for in full but there exists 
a sign of decreasing payment ability 
3 (substandard) debts that the borrower is not able to pay the principal and interest for in a timely 
manner and some loss of principal and interest is possible 
4 (doubtful) debts in relation to which the loss of principal and interest is highly probable 
5 (loss) debts that are uncollectible 
 
Credit scoring model is used to identify 
credit risks and mitigating factors, evaluating 
borrower viability and growth potential, 
assessing entrepreneurial capabilities, 
determining financing requirements and 
earnings for bank, monitoring loan 
performance risks in crisis situations, and 
structuring facilities based on credit score 
ratings.  
Scoring systems utilize information 
relating to the traditional 5Cs of credit: (1) 
character (the willingness to repay debt), (2) 
capacity (the financial ability to repay debt), 
(3-4) capital and collateral (possessions or 
equities from which payment might be made), 
and (5) conditions (reflecting the general 
economic environment, or special conditions 
applying to the borrower of credit) (Savery 
1977, Sparks 1979, Galitz 1983). However, 
those five main points will be divided more 
into several sub variables by considering 
several factors covering business model, 
environment and industry, ideas and projects, 
market demand, business competition, business 
strategy, ownership and management, and 
financing. 
 
Collectability 
 
According to Siamat (2005:358):  “Non-
Performing Loan can be defined as a loan 
repayment difficulty as a result of deliberate 
action or due to external factors beyond control 
of the debtor”. The loan is usually classified by 
bank based on its collectability, or according to 
their inherent risks as “pass”, “special 
mention”, “substandard”, “doubtful”, and 
“loss”, which is primarily based on the period 
that payments of principal and interest are 
overdue. 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 
Figure 1. Collectability category 
 
Methodology 
 
This research will use multiple linear 
regression method for processing the data. This 
method is used to predict a single variable 
(collectability) from one or more independent 
variables. The prediction of Y is accomplished 
by the following equation: 
yi = β0 + β 1x1i + β 2x2i + … + β kx ki 
(eq. 3.1.) 
Where: 
y  : independent variable’s result 
β 0  : the constant term 
β1 to eke : the coefficients relating the k explanatory 
variables to the variables of interest. 
Since we involve several dummy 
variables due to the existence of so many 
judgmental assessments by account officer, the 
sample equation could be: 
yi = β0 + β 1x1i + δ 1d1i + δ 2d2i + … + β kx ki 
(eq. 3.2.) 
Just assume that the d1 is assigned by 1 
for those using the loan for working capital and 
other usage and assigned by 0 for investment, 
d2 is set 1 for those using the loan for 
Coll 1 : 
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Coll 2 : 
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Coll 3 :
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investment and other usage and assigned 0 for 
working capital. The "β" values are called 
regression weights and while “x” is the 
variable occupied as the independent variable 
(financial ratio, historical credit performance, 
business prospects, etc) to determine the 
dependent variable (collectability). 
 
Data Analysis  
 
This part contains the explanation about 
variables that are evaluated in the research, the 
descriptive data of the samples, and analysis of 
SPSS outputs which become the core of the 
research findings. 
Data Variables 
 
There are two types of variables to be 
occupied in this analysis; generic variables and 
business/plafond specific-variables. Generic 
variables are the aspects which are evaluated 
for all plafond level and business categories, 
while business/plafond specific variables are 
the evaluated aspects which will vary between 
different loan plafond level and business 
categories. In this research, there will be two 
plafond categories which are high plafond (> 
Rp. 500 Million) and low plafond (< Rp. 500 
Million). 
 
Table 2. Generic variables occupied in the research 
 
No 
 
Variables 
 
Description 
 
Score 
 
1. Collectability Collectability level (1-5)  
2. Period of loan facility Number of years given for paying back 
the loan 
3. Adjusted plafond Plafond ratio per Rp 500 Million 
4. Debt ratio Debt / asset 
5. Profitability ratio Net income/ sales 
6. Liquidity ratio Current asset / current liability 
Credit Facility Analysis  
Dummy variable 1 Z11 Z12  
7. Usage type 1 good - ex : investment 0 1  
2 fair – ex : working capital 1 0  
3 weak – ex : others 1 1  
Collateral Sufficiency  
Dummy variable 2 Z21 Z22 Z23 
8. Collateral type 
1 
collateral liquid : cash, saving, deposit 
account, etc 0 0 1 
2 collateral solid I : Land and building 0 1 0 
3 collateral solid II : land 0 1 1 
4 
non solid I : car, machinery, work 
equipment 1 0 0 
5 non solid II : account receivable, inventory 1 0 1 
6 No collateral 1 1 0 
Dummy variable 3   
9. Strength of 
collateral claim 
1 Acceptable 0  
2 Not acceptable 1 
10. Collateral 
coverage 
 The proportion of the collateral coverage over the 
loan plafond 
 
11. Total liquid 
collateral 
Percentage of liquid collateral relative the all 
proportion of collateral proposed 
Third Party Guarantee  
Dummy variable 4 Z4
1 
Z42 Z43 
12. Guarantor type 
1 
Guarantee from government without 
requirements 0 0 1 
  
2 
Bank guarantee/company without pre 
requirement  0 1 0 
  
3 
Credit insurance (ex : askrindo, jasindo) – 
75% coverage 0 1 1 
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4 
Other party guarantee (LoI/ VoC) / no 
guarantee 1 0 0 
13. Guarantee 
coverage   
The proportion of guarantee over the loan 
plafond 
 
Legality and Documentation  
Dummy variable 5 score  
14. Business 
legality 
1 Good 1 
2 Acceptable 2 
3 Weak 3 
Dummy variable 6  
15. Debtor legality 1 Good 1 
2 Acceptable 2 
3 Weak 3 
Dummy variable 7  
16. Collateral 
legality 
  
1 Good 1 
2 Acceptable 2 
3 Weak 3 
Industry Type  
Dummy variable 8   
17. Industry type Trade 0  
  Service 1  
 
 
Table 3. Plafond-specific variables for < Rp. 500 Million plafond 
 
< Rp. 500 Million 
No Variables Description Score 
Dummy variable 9  
1. Average monthly 
balance 
1 Average monthly balance is increasing 1 
2 Average monthly balance is stable 2 
3 Average monthly balance is decreasing 3 
Dummy variable 10  
2. Account 
mutation activity 
1 Mutation activity in credit side is more than 50% of total mutation 1 
2 Mutation activity in credit side is between 40 – 50% 2 
3 Mutation activity in credit side is less than 40% 3 
Dummy variable 11  
3. Experience/ 
competency 
1 More than 2 years experience  1 
2 1-2 years experience  2 
3 Less than 1 year experience 3 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Dummy variable 12  
4. Reputation/ 
Integrity 
1 Good reputation/positive opinion from work client 1 
2 Fair reputation/both positive and negative opinion from work client 2 
3 Bad reputation/  negative opinion from work client 3 
Dummy variable 13  
5. Loan experience 
with Bank 
Bukopin 
1 Past performance during cooperation with Bank Bukopin was good 1 
2 Past performance during cooperation with Bank Bukopin was bad / there was an unpaid installment 
2 
3 No information 3 
 
Dummy variable 14 
 
6. Loan experience 
with other Bank 
1 Bank checking result is good : coll 1  1 
2 Bank checking result is fair : coll 2 2 
3 Bank checking result is bad : coll 3,4,5 or no information 3 
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Table 4. Plafond-specific variables for > Rp. 500 Million plafond 
 
> Rp. 500 Million 
No Variables Description Score 
Dummy variable 15   
1. Financial information 
quality 
1 Very good quality, strong audit 1 
2 Acceptable quality, audited 2 
3 Low/unacceptable quality, not audited 3 
Dummy variable 16  
2. 
 
Average monthly 
balance 
1 Good, it increases 1 
2 Fair, it is stable  2 
3 Low, it decreases 3 
Dummy variable 17  
3. Account mutation 
activity 
 
1 Good, high turnover 1 
2 Fair, stable turnover 2 
3 Bad, low turnover 3 
Dummy variable 18   
4. Experience / 
competency 1 
High experience and competent (> 15 years) in relevant 
business 
1  
  2 High experience and competent (10 - 15 years) , good business performance 
2  
3 Unacceptable experience and competency (5-10 years) 3  
4 Very limited experience and competency (2-5 years) 4  
5 No experience and competency (< 2 years) 5  
Dummy variable 19   
5. Reputation / Integrity 1 Very good reputation (during last 5 years) 1  
2 Good reputation, there was negative signal but not significant (during last 3 years) 
2  
3 Acceptable – small negative sign (last 2 years) 3  
4 Weak – 1 big conflict (last 2 years) 4  
5 Very weak – several big conflicts (<2 years) 5  
Dummy variable 20   
6. Credit experience  1 Good – never have unpaid loan installment 1  
2 Fair – some unpaid loan installment 2  
3 Low – often have unpaid loan installment 3  
Dummy variable 21   
7. Business prospect 1 Good – business will grow 1  
2 Fair – business is stable 2  
3 Low – business is decline 3  
Dummy variable 22   
8. Social politic factor 1 No social & politic problem 1  
2 Insignificant social & politic problem to industry 2  
3 Acceptable social & politic problem 3  
4 High social and politic problem, which is significant to the industry 
4  
5 Very influential social and politic problem to industry 5  
 
Dummy variable 23 
  
9. Foreign currency 
exposure 
1 No exposure to foreign currency 1  
2 Company has little exposure on foreign currency (natural hedge/100% hedging) 
2  
3 Some exposures to foreign currency  (> 75% hedging) 3  
4 Some exposures to foreign currency  (< 75% hedging) 4  
5 High exposure to foreign currency (no hedging) 5  
Dummy variable 24   
10. Market share 1 Very dominant - > 50% 1  
2 Strong – 40-50% 2  
3 Fair – 20-40% 3  
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Table 6. Coefficient table of general collectability model 
 
Model Unstandardized Standardized t Sig. 
B Std. Eror Beta 
1 (Constant),profitability,ratio 2.215 
-2727 
.188 
.832 
 
-236 
11.759 
-3.278 
.000 
.001 
2 (Constant), profitability,ratio, 
collateral, coverage 
2.088 
-2.688 
.081 
.191 
.818 
.031 
 
-232 
.188 
10.910 
-3.284 
2.662 
.000 
.001 
.008 
3 (Constant), profitability,ratio 
collateral, coverage, 
z41_guarantor,type 
1.831 
-2.467 
.082 
.375 
.227 
.818 
.030 
.182 
 
-213 
.190 
.146 
8.060 
-3.016 
2.710 
2.061 
.000 
.003 
.007 
.041 
4 (Constant), profitability,ratio 
collateral, coverage, 
z41_guarantor,type, liquid, 
collateral 
1.872 
-2.606 
.082 
.407 
-653 
.227 
.817 
.030 
.182 
.364 
 
-225 
.190 
.158 
-126 
8.250 
-3.190 
2.724 
2.243 
-1.795 
.000 
.002 
.007 
.026 
.074 
a. Dependent Variable: collectability  
  
B variable shows the values for the regression 
equation for predicting the dependent variable 
from the independent variable. The complete 
equation: 
 
Loan collectability = 1.872 – 2.606 profitability 
ratio + 0.082 collateral 
coverage + 0.407 z41 
_guarantor type – 0.653 
liquid collateral 
 
Analysis of each factor’s coefficient: 
a) Profitability ratio – the coefficient 
(parameter estimate) is -2.606. So, 
when the profitability ratio is 100%, 
there will be 2.606 point decrease in 
debtor’s collectability level which 
reflects better loan performance, 
holding all other variables constant. In 
other word, the bigger the profitability 
ratio, the better loan performance will 
be.  
b) Collateral coverage – the coefficient 
(parameter estimate) is 0.082. So, for 
100%  collateral coverage, there will 
be 0.082 point increase in debtor’s 
collectability level which reflects 
worse loan performance, holding all 
other variables  are constant. The 
bigger the collateral coverage, the 
bigger the collectability level or less 
perform the loan will be.  It is relevant 
since when a debtor has a large 
coverage of collateral relative to the 
loan plafond, their responsibility to 
fulfill the payment obligation is lower. 
They have a tought that they have 
provided a guarantee in the form of 
asset that is valued higher than the 
loan plafond itself.  
c) Z41_guarantor type – the coefficient 
(parameter estimate) is 0.407. So,there 
will be 0.407 point increase in debtor’s 
collectability level in the condition 
when there is no guarantee for the loan 
from formal parties (government/ 
bank/ credit insurance) which reflects 
worst loan performance (late payment 
or uncollectible) holding all other 
variables constant. It might be caused 
by higher risk of unpaid loan due to 
inexistence of guarantee.  
d) Total liquid collateral (X6) - the 
coefficient (parameter estimate) is -
0.653. It shows that if the 100% of the 
collateral are liquid asset, the 
collectability level will be  improved 
as many as 0.653. It is related to the 
form of granted assets that are easily 
liquidated then lower the risk of 
unpaid loan. 
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General model for < Rp. 500 Million loan 
plafond (generic variables only) 
 
The table shows that the highest 
correlation between the observed and predicted 
values of this research’s dependent variable is 
in model 3 which result 0.386 (shown by R). In 
addition, the coefficient of determination (R-
Square) shows that proportion of variance in 
the dependent variable (collectability level) of 
loan generally (for less than Rp. 500 Million 
loan plafond) which can be predicted from the 
independent variables is 0.149.  This value 
indicates that only 14.9% of the variance in 
loan collectability level can be predicted from 
those independent variables. 
Since for this analysis we only occupy 
generic variables which are used by all 
business categories with all plafond level), so 
adding the business-specific variables 
(financial information quality, structure & 
quality of management and business) that 
haven’t been included yet might be useful to 
better predict the loan collectability level. This 
coefficient of determination number is not 
significantly different with the adjusted R-
square value (12.7%) that attempts to yield a 
more honest value to estimate the R-squared 
for the sample. 
 
Table 7. Model summary of general collectability model of low plafond level 
 
Model R R 
Square 
Adjusted 
R Square 
Std. Error of 
the Estimate 
1 .300a .090 .082 1.00216 
2 .347b .120 .106 .98935 
3 .386c .149 .127 .97722 
a. Predictors: (Constant), collateral, coverage 
b. Predictors: (Constant), collateral, coverage, 
ratio, 
c. Predictors: (Constant), collateral, coverage, 
liquidity,ratio, industry ,type 
 
Table 8 Coefficient table of general collectability model of low plafond level 
 
Model Unstandardized Standardized t Sig. 
B Std. Eror Beta 
1 (Constant), collateral, coverage 1.340 
.087 
.099 
.025 
 
.300 
13.562 
3.443 
.000 
.001 
2 (Constant), collateral, coverage, 
ratio 
1.257 
.086 
.015 
.106 
.025 
.008 
 
.296 
.175 
11.877 
3.444 
2.032 
.000 
.001 
.044 
3 (Constant), collateral, coverage, 
liquidity,ratio, industry ,type 
1.129 
.085 
.015 
.369 
.123 
.025 
.007 
.185 
 
-295 
.172 
.19 
9.195 
3.478 
2.020 
1.993 
.000 
.001 
.046 
.049 
a. Dependent Variable: collectability 
B variable shows the values for the regression 
equation for predicting the dependent variable 
from the independent variable. The complete 
equation: 
 
Loan collectability (low plafond level) 
= 1.129 + 0.085 collateral coverage + 0.015 liquidity ratio + 0.369 industry type 
 
From the above equation, it can be known 
that at the time of no collateral coverage, zero 
liquidity ratio, and trade based-industry, the 
loan coll status is 1.129. 
 
Analysis of each factor’s coefficient: 
a) Collateral coverage – the coefficient 
(parameter estimate) is 0.085. So, when 
there is greater coverage of collateral in 
regard to the loan plafond, there will be 
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0.085 point increase in debtor’s coll level 
which reflects worse low plafond loan 
performance, holding all other variables 
constant. In summary, we can say that 
bigger collateral coverage will usually 
result in bigger coll level or less 
collectable loan. It might be caused by the 
tendency of less responsible debtor when 
they have granted a large coverage of asset 
as the collateral for their loan. 
b) Liquidity ratio - the coefficient (parameter 
estimate) is 0.015. So, when there is higher 
proportion of current asset rather than the 
current liability, there will be 0.026 times 
of the proportion point increase also in 
loan coll level which reflect worse loan 
collectability. Although this result 
contradicts with the common assumption 
of credit analyst which assign higher value 
on higher liquidity ratio, there is a possible 
reasoning behind this. Company with low 
current asset (lower liquidity ratio) will put 
more value on ’money or loan’ given by 
the bank since their current asset is limited. 
That’s why, considering the importance of 
the loan for them, they will be more 
responsible and carefull in maintaining 
their performance and reputation in front 
of the bank. 
 
c) Industry type - the coefficient (parameter 
estimate) is 0.369. So, when the business 
type is related with service industry, there 
will be 0.369 point increase also in loan 
coll level which reflect worse loan 
collectability.  
 
General model for > Rp. 500 Million loan 
plafond (generic variables only) 
 
Model 2 is shown to be the one having the 
highest correlation between the observed and 
predicted values of this research’s dependent 
variable, with R value of 0.426. In addition, the 
coefficient of determination (R-Square) shows 
that proportion of variance in the dependent 
variable (collectability level) of loan with 
greater than Rp 500 Million plafond which can 
be predicted from the independent variables is 
0.181.  This value indicates that only 18.1% of 
the variance in loan collectability level can be 
predicted from those independent variables.  
This result reflects that many more factors 
influencing collectability level should be taken 
into account, which later will be called 
business/plafond-specific variables. This 
number of R-square is not significantly 
different with the adjusted R-square value 
(15.4%) which is an adjustment of the R-
squared that penalizes the addition of 
extraneous predictors to the model. 
 
Table 9. Model summary of general collectability model of high plafond level 
 
Model R R 
Square 
Adjusted 
R Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 .328a .108 .093 1.49966 
2 .426b .181 .154 1.44852 
a. Predictors: (Constant), industry, type 
b. Predictors: (Constant), industry, type, liquidity, 
rate 
 
Table 10. Coefficient table of general 
 
Model Unstandardized Standardized t Sig. 
B Std. Eror Beta 
1 (Constant), industry,type 2.439 
-1.075 
.234 
.396 
 
.328 
10.414 
-2.713 
.000 
.009 
2 (Constant), industy, type, 
liquidity, ratio 
2.692 
-1.023 
-060 
.251 
.383 
.026 
 
-312 
-272 
10.718 
-2.667 
-2.320 
.000 
.010 
.024 
a. Dependent Variable: collectability 
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Collectability model of high plafond level 
B variable shows the values for the regression 
equation for predicting the dependent variable 
from the independent variable. The complete 
equation: Loan collectability (for high plafond 
loan) = 2.692 –1.023 industry type –0.060 
liquidity ratio From the above equation, it can 
be known that at the time of the business type 
is in trade industry with zero liquidity ratios, 
the loan coll status is 2.692.
  
Analysis of each factor’s coefficient: 
a) Industry type - the coefficient (parameter 
estimate) is -1.023. So, when the business 
type is related with service industry 
(valued by 1), there will be 1.023 point 
decrease also in loan coll level which 
reflects better loan collectability. In short, 
businesses which have high loan plafond 
and work in service industry tend to have 
better loan performance than those which 
come from trade industry.  
b) Liquidity ratio – the coefficient (parameter 
estimate) is -0.060. So, when there is 
greater liquidity ratio, there will be 0.060 
point decrease relative to the percentage 
increase of liquidity ratio in debtor’s coll 
level. It reflects better high plafond loan 
performance, holding all other variables 
constant. This finding states that the bigger 
the liquidity ratio, the greater company’s 
ability to meet the loan obligation because 
they have large proportion of asset 
compared to the liability.  
 
 
 
Collectability model for low loan plafond, 
less than Rp. 500 Million (generic and 
business / plafond-specific variables) 
 
For low plafond level category, the ability 
of the independent variables to predict the 
collectability is a little bit higher than the 
general model but it’s still low and insufficient 
for predicting the collectability. The main 
reason behind this is the limited amount of 
sample of each business category that causes 
the model creation for each business type is 
impossible to make. That’s why the model just 
occupies the variables that each business 
assesses, with so many more business-related 
variables can’t be involved in the analysis. 
 
 
 
Table 11. Model summary of low loan plafond collectability model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a. Predictors: (Constant), collateral, coverage 
b. Predictors:(Constant),collateral,coverage, 
liquidity,ratio 
c. Predictors:(Constant), collateral, coverage, 
liquidity,ratio, reputation, integrity 
d. Predictors: (Constant), collateral, coverage, 
liquidity,ratio, reputation, integrity, 
industy.type 
 
The table presents that the highest 
correlation between the observed and predicted 
values of this research’s dependent variable is 
in model 4 which result 0.416 (shown by R). In 
addition, the coefficient of determination (R-
Square) shows that proportion of variance in 
Model R R 
Square 
Adjusted 
R Square 
Std. Error of the 
Estimate 
1 .300a .090 .082 1.00216 
2 .347b .120 .106 .98935 
3 .389c .151 .130 .97602 
4 .416d .173 .145 .96723 
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the dependent variable (collectability level) of 
loan generally which can be predicted from the 
independent variables is 0.173.  This value 
shows that the model can only predict 17.3% 
of the variance in loan collectability level from 
those independent generic-variables.  It reflects 
that other specific factors influencing 
collectability level should have been assessed 
also to increase the R-square value, reflecting 
that the variables we occupy are still weak. 
 
Table 12. Coefficient table of low loan plafond level collectability model 
 
 
a. Dependent Variable: collectability 
 
 
B variable shows the values for the regression 
equation for predicting the dependent variable 
from the independent variable. The complete 
equation: Loan collectability =  2.605 + 0.086 
collateral. coverage + 0.023 liquidity ratio –
1.482 reputation/integrity + 0.328 industry 
type 
 
Analysis of each factor’s coefficient: 
a) Collateral coverage – the coefficient 
(parameter estimate) is 0.086. So, for 
100% collateral coverage, there will be 
0.086 point increase in debtor’s 
collectability level which detect worse loan 
performance, holding all other variables 
constant. It can happen since when a 
debtor has a large coverage of collateral 
relative to the loan plafond, their 
responsibility to fulfill the payment 
obligation is lower. They have a tought 
that they have provided a guarantee in the 
form of asset that is valued higher than the 
loan plafond itself. 
b) Liquidity ratio – the coefficient (parameter 
estimate) is 0.023. So, when the current 
asset is as big as the current liability, the 
collectability level will experience 0.023 
point increase. The bigger the current asset 
relative to the current liability, the bigger 
coll level also will be, representing worse 
loan performance. That is because 
company with low current asset (lower 
liquidity ratio) will put more value on 
’money or loan’ given by the bank since 
their current asset is limited. That is why, 
considering the importance of the loan for 
them, they will be more responsible and 
carefull in maintaining their performance 
and reputation in front of the bank. 
c) Reputation/ integrity – the coefficient -
1.482 indicates that company with worse 
reputation usually has better loan 
performance, especially in term of 
collectability. It might be related with the 
fact that business with worse reputation 
will try and give more effort to improve 
their reputation by meeting its payment 
obligation since it considers the 
importance of improving reputation for 
raising creditor’s confidence and trust. 
d) Industry type – the coefficient + 0.328 
reflects that a debtor with service-based 
business will have 0.328 point higher in 
coll level, indicating that the loan is less 
collectable than those who have trade-
based business. This might be due to more 
volatile and risky of service-based 
business. 
Model Unstandardized Standardized t Sig. 
B Std. Eror Beta 
1 (Constant),collateral, coverage 1.340 
.087 
.099 
.025 
 
.300 
13.562 
3.443 
.000 
.001 
2 (Constant), collateral, coverage, 
liquidity, ratio 
1.257 
.086 
.015 
.106 
.025 
.008 
 
-296 
.175 
11.877 
3.443 
2.032 
.000 
.001 
.044 
3 (Constant), collateral, coverage, 
liquidity, ratio, reputation, 
integrity 
2.887 
.086 
.0124 
-1.652 
.795 
.025 
.009 
.799 
 
-299 
.274 
-.201 
3.630 
3.528 
2.809 
-2.067 
.000 
.001 
.006 
.041 
4 (Constant),  collateral, coverage, 
liquidity, ratio, reputation, 
integrity, industry, type 
2.605 
.086 
.023 
-1.482 
.328 
.804 
.024 
.009 
.798 
.185 
 
298 
261 
-.181 
.150 
3.240 
3.548 
2.693 
-1.858 
-1.776 
.002 
.001 
.008 
.066 
.078 
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Model for high loan plafond, greater than Rp. 500 Million (generic and business / plafond-
specific variables) 
 
Table 13. Model summary of high loan plafond collectability model 
 
  
 
In addition, the coefficient of determination (R-
Square) shows that proportion of variance in the 
dependent variable (collectability level) of high 
plafond loan that is able to be predicted by the 
independent variables is 0.800.  This value shows 
that the model can highly predict the variance in 
loan collectability level as many as 80% by using 
the occupied independent generic-variables.  It 
reflects that the model has been strong and 
powerful enough to detect the possible future 
nonperforming loan from the debtor’s loan 
application. 
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Table 14. Coefficient table of high loan plafond level collectability model 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B variable shows the values for the regression equation for predicting the dependent variable from the 
independent variable. The complete equation: 
 
Loan collectability = 4.112 – 1.002 Industry type – 0.723 experience/ competence + 1.185 account 
mutation activity – 0.085 liquidity ratio – 0.717 market share + 0.859 
reputation/ integrity – 0.260 supplier concentration – 0.493 foreign exchange 
exposure + 1.054 business prospect – 0.690 politic and social factors – 1.627 
z261_marketing coverage – 0.121 loan period. 
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Analysis of each factor’s coefficient: 
a) Industry type - the coefficient (parameter 
estimate) is -1.002. It indicates that the 
service-based industry will get 1.002 
lower points in its coll status, indicating 
the tendency of better loan performance 
compared to those coming from trade-
based industry. 
b) Experience / competency - the 
coefficient (parameter estimate) is –
0.723. This result is somehow 
contradicting with the general 
assumption that debtors with less 
experience will not perform well in loan 
facility they receive. It happens because 
businesses with less experience (new 
entry) are usually more careful in 
maintaining their performance and 
reputation. 
c) Account mutation activity - the 
coefficient (parameter estimate) is 1.185. 
This coefficient means that as the 
account mutation activity in credit side 
is lower, there will be a greater increase 
in coll level which represents worse loan 
collectability. 
d) Liquidity ratio - the coefficient 
(parameter estimate) is –0.085. The 
result is rational since as the company 
has bigger liquidity ratio or current asset 
relative to the current liability, the more 
able it is in fulfilling the loan payment 
obligation. 
e) Market share - the coefficient (parameter 
estimate) is -0.717. As the market share 
is lower, this coefficient will be larger or 
the debt is proven to be more easily 
collectible. Business with low market 
share may prefer to target niche market 
which is proportionally small in size, 
and it makes the business to be more 
focus in running the business, exposed 
with lower risk and network effect. 
f) Reputation/ integrity - the coefficient 
(parameter estimate) is + 0.859. So, a 
debtor with very good reputation during 
the last 5 years will get 0.859 higher 
points in its coll level. It will be higher 
as the reputation level getting worse 
value, or in other word the coll level will 
be higher as the debtor’s reputation and 
integrity is worse. 
g) Supplier concentration - the coefficient 
(parameter estimate) is –0.260. This 
coefficient indicates that when the 
debtors’ dependency on their supplier is 
higher because they only have limited 
suppliers, the coll level will be lower. 
Business with limited supplier could 
lead to a loyalty, the tendency to well 
maintain the relationship and 
cooperation. Then this higher 
willingness to maintain the relationship 
with important party in their business is 
also seen in how they perform in front of 
the bank, in fulfilling their duty. 
h) Foreign currency exposure - the 
coefficient (parameter estimate) is – 
0.493. It indicates that a business with 
high exposure to foreign currency 
fluctuation will perform better by having 
much lower point in its coll level. 
International scale business might more 
consider how important the bank’s role 
in facilitating fund for running their 
large scale business, so they try to really 
manage their well performance in 
meeting their obligation to the bank. 
i) Business prospect - the coefficient 
(parameter estimate) is 1.054. This 
finding aligns with the credit analyst’s 
belief that business with good business 
prospect and is expected to grow in the 
future will have better loan performance. 
j) Social and politic factors - the 
coefficient (parameter estimate) is 0.690. 
The result shows that a business with 
higher exposure to significant social & 
politic problem usually perform worse 
that those with less exposure to social & 
politic problem.  
k) z261_marketing coverage - the 
coefficient (parameter estimate) is –
1.627. So, business with smaller 
coverage (province or regency) will have 
better loan performance than the 
business with national scale coverage 
because it is exposed with lower risk and 
network effect.  
l) Loan period - this coefficient (–0.121) 
means that the coll level will reduce by 
0.121 each year. In other words, the 
longer period given for the loan to be 
paid, the better collectability 
performance of that loan because the 
debtor is given more time to return the 
money. 
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Figure 4. Real collectability vs. predicted collectability 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
From all of the above analysis, there are 
several conclusions drawn. First, the 
collectability prediction will be useful to help 
reducing non performing loan by the existence 
of early detector. Along with other analysis 
tools, collectability model is used as the alert 
to push the credit committee doing more 
careful loan approval and monitoring.  
Second, generic variable used by Bank 
Bukopin to assess the loan proposed by the 
debtor is not that influential compared to the 
specific variables to assess the debtor 
credibility. It is proven by R square of the first 
three models which evaluate only generic 
variables are less than 20%.  
 
Limitation and Further Research  
 
This research is limited to the subject of 
small and medium enterprise (SME) credit 
only. The data proceed for explaining the 
relationship between debtors’ personal and 
business characteristics with the collectability 
level of the loan are gathered from SME 
debtor’s records of Bank Bukopin in all 
Bandung area. There are about 186 credit 
facilities in small and medium enterprises 
whose credit facility still exists between 
January 2009 and January 2010. 
As the recommendation, based on the 
above analysis, I propose for the consideration 
of many more business-specific variables into 
the model. From the model result, it is seen 
that the contribution of generic variables is 
only around 10-20% in predicting 
collectability level of small and medium 
enterprise’s loan. It means that Bank Bukopin 
should put more focus on business-specific 
variables which were proven to be more 
influential. However, since the R-square in 
valid model (for high loan plafond) is still 
80%, Bank Bukopin should consider other 
more variables that have not been included yet 
before.  
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